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Presented are the first magnetization measurements of individual ferromagnetic nanoparticles (15–
30 nm) at very low temperatures (0.1–6 K). The angular dependence of the hysteresis loop evidenced
the single domain character of the particles. Waiting time, switching field, and telegraph noise
measurements showed for the first time that the magnetization reversal of a well prepared ferromagnetic
nanoparticle can be described by thermal activation over a single-energy barrier as originally proposed
by Néel and Brown. The “activation volume” estimated by these measurements was close to the particle
volume. [S0031-9007(97)02465-4]

PACS numbers: 75.40.Gb, 75.50.Cc, 75.50.Tt
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The thermal fluctuations of the magnetic moment
a single-domain ferromagnetic particle and its decay
ward thermal equilibrium was introduced by Néel [1] a
further developed by Brown [2]. Both assumed unifo
magnetization and uniaxial anisotropy in order to deriv
single relaxation time. The main difference between th
results lies in the pre-exponential factor [3] which r
mains an unsolved problem [4]. This prefactor depe
on several parameters as, e.g., damping and temper
[5]. For simplicity, experimentalists supposed a const
prefactor, and this assumption became known as the N
Brown model. This model is widely used in magnetis
particularly in order to describe the time dependence
the magnetization of collections of particles, thin film
and bulk materials. Therefore, a good understanding
the problem of magnetization reversal in these comp
systems requires an understanding of magnetization
versal processes in a single magnetic particle. Until
cently, almost all experimental studies were limited
samples consisting of billions of presumably identical p
ticles. Most of the single-particle properties were hidd
behind some distribution functions of particle size, sha
etc. Only in some few cases, measurements performe
individual single-domain particles have been reported
but they lacked the ability to provide quantitative info
mation. With the recent arrival of near field microscop
(magnetic force microscopy) and nanolithography, exp
mental studies of magnetization reversal in individu
particles became possible, e.g., [7,8]. Until now, all t
reported measurements, performed on individual partic
were not consistent with the Néel-Brown model of the
mally assisted magnetization reversal over a simple
tential barrier. This disagreement was attributed to
fact that real samples contain defects, ends, and surf
which could play an important, if not dominant, role
the physics of magnetization reversal. It was sugges
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that the dynamics of reversal occurs via a complex path
configuration space, and that a new theoretical approa
is required to provide a correct description of thermall
activated magnetization reversal even in single-doma
ferromagnetic particles [9]. Similar conclusions were
drawn from numerical simulations of the magnetizatio
reversal [10].

It is the purpose of this Letter to show for the first time
that the magnetization reversal of a well prepared ferro
magnetic nanoparticle can be described by thermal activ
tion over a single-energy barrier as originally proposed b
Néel and Brown [1,2].

For ferromagnetic particles and at zero field, the en
ergy barrier between the two states of opposite magne
zation is much too high to observe magnetization revers
However, the barrier can be lowered by, e.g., applying
magnetic field in the opposite direction of the particle’s
magnetization. When the applied field is close to th
switching field at zero temperatureH0

sw , thermal fluctua-
tions are sufficient enough to drive the system to overcom
the barrier. A simple analytical approximation for the field
dependence of the energy barrierEsHd is

EsHd  E0s1 2 HyH0
swda  E0´a , (1)

whereE0 is an extrapolation of the energy barrier at zer
field, and´ is defined as a reduced field difference value
It can be shown that the exponenta is in general equal
to 1.5 [11,12]. The probability that the magnetization ha
not switched after a timet is given by

Pstd  e2tyt , (2)

wheret (inverse of the switching rate) can be expresse
by an Arrhenius law of the form

tsT , Hd  t0 expsEsHdykTd , (3)
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1791
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wheret0 (inverse of the attempt frequency) depends o
several parameters as, e.g., the damping and the t
perature [5]. For simplicity, we supposed a consta
prefactort0.

For the experiments, it is often more convenient
study the magnetization reversal by ramping the appli
field at a given rate and measuring the field value as so
as the particle’s magnetization switches. In this cas
thermal activation leads to a distribution of switchin
fields initially evaluated by Kurkijärvi [13]. The mean
switching fieldHsw is given by

Hsw > H0

Ω
1 2

∑
kT
E0

ln

µ
cT

y´a21

∂∏1yaæ
, (4)

wherec  kH0yst0aE0d andy is the field sweeping rate.
The width of the switching field distribution is given by

s > H0
1
a

µ
kT
E0

∂1ya∑
ln

µ
cT

y´a21

∂∏s12adya

. (5)

In order to test the validity of the Néel-Brown model
we studied nanosized Ni, Co, and Dy particles (15
30 nm) synthesized by arc discharge [14]. Accordin
to transmission electron microscope observations, th
particles are single crystalline with a surface roughne
of about two atomic layers, and they are encapsula
in either carbon graphitic shells or amorphous carb
protecting them very efficiently against oxidation [14].

We used a planar Nb micro-bridge-dc SQUID (of 1 t
2 mm in diameter) on which we placed a ferromagnet
particle. The SQUID detected the flux through its loo
produced by the sample’s magnetization. Because of
close proximity between sample and SQUID we had a ve
efficient and direct flux coupling. In this configuration
we could detect magnetization reversals corresponding
104 mB [15]. In order to place a nanoparticle on th
SQUID detector, we dispersed the particles in ethanol
ultrasonication. Then we placed a drop of this liquid o
a chip of about a hundred SQUIDs. When the drop w
dry the nanoparticles stuck on the chip due to van d
Waals forces. Only in the case when a nanoparticle f
on a microbridge of the SQUID loop, the flux coupling
between SQUID loop and particle was strong enough
be detected. After the magnetization measurements,
finally determined the position and size of the nanoparticl
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

In this Letter, we focus on an ellipsoidal Co particl
with a fcc crystalline structure and a diameter of25 6

5 nm (see Fig. 1). In order to study the domain structu
and the reversal mode of this nanoparticle, we measu
the angular dependence of hysteresis loops. The magn
field was applied in the plane of the SQUID. Th
hysteresis loop was reversible up to the switching fie
the external field value where the magnetization of th
particle flips in the opposite direction. This switchin
was in all cases faster than out time resolution of100 ms.
Figure 1 shows the angular dependence of the switch
field. As the easy axis of magnetization of the partic
1792
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FIG. 1. Angular dependence of the switching field of an
ellipsoidal Co nanoparticle (25 6 5 nm in diameter) deposed
on a microbridge. The arrow indicates the direction of the
applied field chosen for the waiting time measurements i
Fig. 2 and for the switching field measurements in Figs. 3
5. For the telegraph noise measurements in Fig. 6, a high fie
in the Hy direction was applied. Inset: SEM photo of the Co
particle on the microbridge (white spot).

did not lie in the SQUID plane, we chose the following
orientation of the field:Hx andHy are in the SQUID plane
so that theHx direction is parallel to the in-the-SQUID-
plane-projected easy axis; i.e., theHy direction of the
applied field is perpendicular to the easy axis. The ang
u is measured between theHx direction and the applied
in-plane field (see Fig. 1). By applying an additiona
constant field perpendicular to the SQUID plane, w
found that the easy axis of magnetization of the particl
was out of the SQUID plane by about 20±. The angular
dependence ofHsw compared favorably with the model of
magnetization reversal by uniform rotation in the presenc
of two anisotropy axes [16]. A detailed discussion o
these results is presented elsewhere [17].

After having characterized the static magnetic prope
ties, we studied the stochastic character of the switchin
field by waiting time, switching field, and telegraph noise
measurements. Via the waiting time measurement w
had direct access to the switching probability. At a give
temperature, the magnetic field was increased to a waitin
field Hw which was close to the switching field. Then, we

FIG. 2. Probability of not switching of magnetization as a
function of the time at different applied fields at 4 K and for
u ø 12±. Full lines are fits to the data with an exponential
[Eq. (2).]
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FIG. 3. Thermal and field sweeping rate dependence of t
mean switching field foru ø 12±. The widths s of the
switching field distributions are indicated by vertical bars.

measured the elapsed time until the magnetizati
switched. This process was repeated several hund
times, in order to obtain a waiting time histogram. Th
integral of this histogram gave us the switching probab
ity. All our measurements showed that the probabilit
of switching is given by an exponential in agreemen
with Eq. (2). Figure 2 shows examples of the measur
probability of switching at 4 K. Moreover, we found
that the field and temperature dependence oft followed
Eq. (3) [17].

Concerning the switching field measurements, the a
plied field was ramped at a given rate and the field valu
was stored as soon as the sample magnetization switch
Then the field ramp was reversed and the process was
peated. After several hundred cycles, switching field hi
tograms were established, allowing us to define the me
switching fieldHsw and widthss. At temperatures be-
tween 0.1 and 6 K, we measuredHsw for field sweeping
rates between 0.01 and 120 mTys. As expected for a ther-
mally activated process, the mean switching field increas
with decreasing temperature and increasing field swee
ing rate. Furthermore, all our measurements showed
almost logarithimic dependence ofHsw on the field sweep-
ing rate (Fig. 3). The validity of Eq. (4) was tested b
plotting the mean switching field values as a function o
fT lnscTyy´a21dg1ya. If the underlying model is suffi-
cient, all points should collapse onto one straight line b
choosing the proper values for the constantsc anda. We
found that the data ofHswsT , yd fell on a master curve
providedc ø 105 mTyK s (Fig. 4), i.e.,t0 ø 4 3 1029s.
For the choice ofa  1.5 6 0.05, the master curve is a
straight line. The slope and the intercept give the valu
of theE0  214 000 K andH0

sw  143.1 mT correspond-
ing to those found in the switching time experiments. Th
inset of Fig. 4 shows a small deviation from the mast
curve at temperatures lower than 0.3 K which should b
confirmed by experiments at lower temperatures. Usi
the constants found by this scaling plot, Eq. (5) describ
well the measured temperature dependence of the width
the switching field distributions (Fig. 5).
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FIG. 4. Scaling plot of the mean switching fieldsHsw for
field sweeping rates between 0.01–120 mTys, temperatures
between 0.14–5 K and foru ø 12±. Inset; Zoom for lower
temperatures.

From the waiting time and the switching field measure
ments we could determine the energy barrierE0 which
can be approximately converted to a thermally “act
vated volume” by usingV  E0ysm0MsHsw d. We found
V ø s25 nmd3 which is very close to the particle volume
estimated by SEM. This agreement is another confirm
tion of a magnetization reversal by uniform rotation. W
found similar results for measurements at anglesu be-
tween 0± and 80±.

For the telegraph noise measurements [18], we appli
a constant field in theHy direction in order to reduce the
height of the energy barrier. When the energy barrie
is sufficiently small, the magnetization of the particle
fluctuates between two orientations which are close
the Hy direction (Fig. 6). The time spent in each stat
followed an exponential distribution as given by Eq. (2)
The switching was thermally activated and the mea
switching timet followed Eq. (3) witht0 of the order of
1029s, which is several orders of magnitude smaller tha
t0 measured for small ErAs clusters by magnetoresistan
measurements [19].

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the width o
the switching field distribution s for u ø 12± and
m0dHydt  0.01 120 mTs. Line: prediction of Kurkijärvi
[13] for m0dHydt  1 mTys. Inset: Switching fields distri-
butions for several temperatures andm0dHydt  60 mTys.
1793
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FIG. 6. Telegraph noise measurements for three temperatu
andm0Hy  396.2 mT.

We performed similar measurements on several nan
sized Ni, Co, and Dy particles and found always a goo
agreement with the Néel-Brown model. However, w
systematically observed a disagreement with the Né
Brown model for particles with antiferromagnetic compo
nents (due to, e.g., oxidation) or ferrimagnetic materia
In these cases, the probability of not switching was flatt
than exponential at low temperature (typicallyT , 1 K)
and steeper at higher temperatures [8,9]. Furthermo
the width of the switching field distribution increased fo
lower temperatures. We believe that the magnetizati
reversal of these particles is influenced by spin frustrati
of noncompensated spins at the interface between the
romagnetic core and the antiferromagnetic surface lay
or at the surface of a ferrimagnetic particle. This sp
frustration could differ slightly from one hysteresis loo
to another, thus producing slightly different energy ba
riers. This effect is less important at higher temperatu
when the thermal energy is much larger than the ener
barrier variations, whereas at low temperatures this eff
may flatten the probability of not switching and increas
the width of the switching field distribution. Furthermore
magnetization reversal may be influenced by a reducti
of the spin frustration, hence by a relaxation of the ener
barrier. This relaxation is thermally activated, i.e., slowe
at lower temperatures. This effect may be at the orig
of the probability of not switching being steeper than e
ponential at higher temperatures. Similar ideas were d
cussed in Ref. [8] and [20].

In conclusion, we studied the magnetization switchin
of individual ferromagnetic particles and observed for th
first time the Arrhenius behavior of the switching rate i
the temperature range between 0.2 and 6 K. This stu
has shown the ability of studying the intrinsic magnetiz
tion behavior of a single nanoparticle. Our ultimate go
is to study the field and temperature dependence of
prefactort0 of Eq. (3). The quality of the particles stud
ied makes feasible the search for a possible macrosco
quantum tunneling of the magnetization [21].
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